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Propose Your Loved One In A Hot Air Balloon

What can be more exciting than proposing to the love of your life during a hot balloon

safari. Romantic hot air balloon rides are a great way to spend time with your loved one
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conceived closely within the gondola basket along with your �ying air balloon. The concept

of adventure balloon rides, �oating through the skies of some of the beautiful cities might

seem magical. So quickly plan out your marriage or relationship proposal with us.

You may avail the famous hot air balloon rides in various cities. We extend our services in

several cities that might be suitable as per your commute and give you a grand experience

of �ying in the sky. Let us consider what are the factors that you need to take care of to

prepare for your perfect proposal.

You have already decided you wish to carry out your proposal during your hot air balloon

ride. But wondering where you can avail sky waltz balloon safari in India? We provide our

services in certain royal cities of Rajasthan, Lonavala and a tiger reserve in Madhya

Pradesh. And if you stay in Delhi, you have the option to travel a little and go for a hot air

balloon ride at Neemrana, viewing the royal palace from the top as you express your love

to your signi�cant other.

The gesture is going to be super prominent making the other person feel like a king or

queen. If you stay in Mumbai, you have Lonavala in your closest proximity to express the

love as your balloon �oats on top of lush bedding of greenery with nature refreshing your

mind and soul along the foot of the western ghats. If you wish to visit the pink city full of

heritage as you let your special person know how precious they are, you must reveal your

desire in Jaipur.

From experiencing the beautiful rising of the sun to the setting of the sun lighting up the

city in golden streaks, experience the most delightful experience of having the bird’s eye

view of historic structures that stand strong till today. If it is time for the historic Pushkar

Mela and the love of your life appreciates fauna and the colors of cultural diversity, you

must experience the colorful vibrance of Pushkar. Tourists from all over the world are

�ocking the nooks and corners of the city. You may carry out your proposal as you soar the

skies of Bandhavgarh spotting the almighty tigers without disturbing their natural habitat.

Deciding the venue as per the taste of your loved one is very important. But we are here to

assist you make your proposal as grand as your love.

You must be concerned about the safety and the �exibility of the balloon rides as you

make your proposal. The balloons are assisted by one of the best pilots who are well
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experienced and trained from institutes from abroad. The gondola basket does allow

mobility up till some extent as per the guidance of your pilot who would accompany you

during your trip. Inform your pilot in advance so he can be ready for your proposal move

and help you to make your experience even more special by giving you proper instructions

for the safety of you and your loved one.

You must take care of your out�t! The hot air balloon ride is going to be way warmer than

you might think. The air released by the hot air balloon and the heater that is supposed to

warm the air inside the balloon is bound to make your ballooning experience super

scorching. It is advisable to wear casual �ttings comfortable for you to bear the warmth.

Even during winters, the hot air balloon would make you sweat!

You should also inform your pilot beforehand about your proposal plan so he can take you

through some of the best spots to view and is prepared for your agenda. He would assist

you throughout with maximum care so that you can carry out your proposal smoothly.

Also, remember to be �rm with your grip on the ring and don’t accidentally drop it while

you’re �oating across the sky from the edge of your basket.

We know you must be excited for your grand proposal, but due to certain weather

conditions, your �ight can get delayed, so you should always be prepared for uncalled

situations. It is better to consider alternate activities while you await your balloon ride. And

during your ride, ask the pilot when is the best time to bend on your knee and carry out

your proposal.

Also be careful while you take the pictures. You should not lose your precious commodities

while carrying out your special moment or even risk the lives of you and your loved one.

Consult the pilot and follow what they suggest. And be carefree for the rest; whenever you

decide to call in your love, we will be there to cheer you with champagne right after and

celebrate your special moments with you!

Precautions Is Better Than Cure As They Say

Be Flexible With The Flight Timings
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About Us

SkyWaltz Balloon Safari stands as India’s

pioneering, government-approved Hot Air

Balloon operation. In January 2008, SkyWaltz

secured o�cial authorization from the Ministry

of Civil Aviation, marking India’s �rst foray into

fully regulated commercial Hot Air Ballooning.
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